Introduction
The study of representation of discriminantal divisors (DD's) by binary quadratic forms (see [1] , [2] and [3] ) arose in connection with the problem of fmding integral Solutions to the Fermat equation t 2 -du 2 = -l. The DD's of a given discriminant d consist of the leading coefficients of the binary quadratic forms of discriminant d of the type [a, 0, c] or [a, a, c] (the so-called ancipital forms). In this paper we study discriminants of the form &pq, where/? and q are distinct odd primes; in particular, we make a thorough study of the case q = 5, a case to which the methods of [1] are easily applied. For basic results, notation and terminology, see [1] (of which this paper is a continuation).
Separation by generic characters
If p and q are distinct odd primes, then d=Spq = S or -8 (mod32) according s p = q or -q (mod4). Thus the discriminant d has the generic characters (m\p), (m\q) and either (2\m) or (-2|ra), according s p = q or -#(mod4). In either case there are four genera and hence eight pairs of primitive ancipital forms (see [1] ) ; below we construct tables of generic characters.
, then there exist integers r and t such that (r, 2/)=l, pq = 2t 2 -r 2 (resp., pq = 2t 2 + r 2 ) and (r\p) = (r\q) = l ; furthermore either (2|r)= l or( -2|r)= l , according δs pq = l or3 (mod4).
For the other DD's, we obtain the following results in the cases undecided by the methods of Section 2. Hereafter, if (p\q) = l, we write (p\q) 4 Remark. The hypotheses are not δs strict δs they seem: it is common that, for small primes#, h(2q) = 2.
Solution of a System of diophantine equations
By studying the Solutions of the System of diophantine equations
we may obtain further Information about the representability of -l in general, and of all DD's in the particular case q = 5. We will find representations of the prime Solutions of (1) in independent, integervalued parameters, in the case that and q = l (mod 4) is a prime. The method of solution is precisely the method we used in [1] to obtain all prime Solutions of a similar System of equations. The argument cited [1] , p. 218 -220, goes through in the present case, since if q = l (mod 4) is a prime, the representation of 2q by a sum of two squares is essentially unique. Hence we may solve the equation (2), and representation of a prime by a 2 + b 2 and by e 2 4-2qf 2 is essentially unique, we appeal to the argument in [1] and conclude that all prime Solutions of (1) are given by (3).
A Theorem on the representability of -l
The result of this section is δs follows. The discussion of Ba + Ab is similar; it turns out that so that (Ba 4-Ab\q) = (^5|?). Also, we find that
Theorem!. Lei p = q = l
as we saw above, the expression in brackets is congruent to l or ± 3 (mod 8 We now state our main result for q = 5. (b) Suppose p = l or 9 (mod 40). If /= 2 (mod 4), then p = e 2 + 40 (mod 80); thus ±e = ll or 19(mod40) if p Ξ l (mod80), and ±e = l or 17(mod40) if p = 9 (mod80). This irnp es that (2|β)φ(^|5), which violates the necessary conditions in Lemma 5 that /! represent -10. By Theorem 2,/ x does not represent -l if/=2 (mod4); thus/! represents 10. Finally, if/=0 (mod 4), none of the above necessary conditions are violated, so that we may obtain no further Information.
